LECTURES

9/10
ANGIE CO
Co + LeCavalier
Syracuse Architecture Visiting Critic

9/17
ROSALYNE SHIEH
SCHAUM/SHIEH
Syracuse Architecture Visiting Critic

9/19
DAVID RUY
Ruy Klein
Syracuse Architecture Visiting Critic

9/25
VISHAAN CHAKRABARTI
Director, The Center for Urban Real Estate (CURE) and Associate Professor, Columbia University GSAPP

9/26
HENK OVINK
Senior Advisor to HUD Secretary, Shaun Donovan
Chair, Hurricane Sandy Rebuilding Task Force
Reception following lecture

10/1
BRAD LYNCH
Brininstool + Lynch
Syracuse Architecture Visiting Critic

10/3
LYN RICE AND ASTRID LIPKA
Rice + Lipka Architects
Richard Glackman Visiting Critic, Syracuse Architecture NYC

10/8
DAVID WALKER
PWP Landscape Architecture
Co-sponsored by SUNY College of Environmental Science and Forestry

10/15
KATE ORFF
SCAPE
Francis E. Hare Preservation Lecture
Co-sponsored by SUNY College of Environmental Science and Forestry

10/22
RODOLOFO MACHADO
Machado and Silvetti Associates
L.C. Dileenback Lecture

11/7
DENNIS CROMPTON
ARCHICLGRAM
L.C. Dileenback Lecture

EXHIBITIONS

10/7 – 10/18
Pan Am 103
25th Anniversary Remembrance
Charrette and Installation Syracuse Architecture Faculty and Students
Closing reception October 18 @ 5 pm
in Stocum Gallery

10/29 – 12/5
Rough Cuts: Visiting Critics Exhibition
ANGIE CO
BRAD LYNCH
LYN RICE
DAVID RUY
ROSALYN SHIEH
Opening reception October 29 @ 5 pm
in Stocum Gallery

BOOK TALKS & SIGNINGS

9/12
Contested Spaces: Abortion Clinics, Women’s Shelters and Hospitals
LORI BROWN
Associate Professor, Syracuse Architecture
Reception to follow

10/17
Building Culture: Ernst May and the New Frankfurt Initiative, 1926-1931
SUSAN HENDERSON
Professor, Syracuse Architecture
Reception to follow

AIA NYS CONVENTION

9/25 – 9/27
Syracuse, NY

9/26
Play Perch: A Model for Community Engagement
LARRY BOWNE AND SINÉAD MAC NAMARA
Syracuse Architecture

9/27
Deans Roundtable: NYS Schools of Architecture
MICHAEL SPOON
Syracuse Architecture

9/27
Women in Architecture
LORI BROWN
Syracuse Architecture

Lectures take place at 8 p.m. in the Stocum Hall Auditorium, Syracuse University School of Architecture, Syracuse, NY, unless otherwise noted. Exhibitions are in the Stocum Hall Gallery. All events are free and open to the public. For more information, call 315.443.2388 or go to oaa.syr.edu.